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IELTS WRITING TASK 2 
Q-Sport is one of the most popular draws on television today. Some people argue that the practice of 

showing marks on television is to blame for the poor health of the young generation by encouraging 

them to watch rather than partake in physical activity. 

-To what extent do you agree or disagree with this view? 

-Give reasons for your answer and include relevant examples from your knowledge or 

experience. 
 

 Answer 1: 
Technology has given people wings to fly, but along with that, it has made them lazy. One 

such technological advancement is television. With different kinds of content being lined up 

on television, sport is one such program that is watched and enjoyed by all groups of people. 

The ongoing craze of different sports on television has inspired the young generation to a 

great extent. Now the question arises if this trend should be blamed for poor health at a young 

age or not. This essay delves into this issue. 

 

The more they watch their favorite sports on TV, the more they become addicted to watching 

them, while the evolution of sports on television was not meant to do that. The motive to 

promote sports on television was to inform people about sports activities and instill a feeling 

of vigor and enthusiasm in people, particularly among young people, to participate in 

different sports. However, these days, the young generation takes watching sports on 

television as a leisure activity. Instead of inspiring, it has instilled a feeling of apathy about 

participating in outdoor sports among youth by occupying their free time. 

 

Moreover, the young ones, these days, love to have a gala time watching sports. As a result, 

they no longer need to go out and partake in physical activities, which has affected their 

health. According to recent statistics, more than 80% of youths watch major football 

tournaments on TV, a many-fold rise from the last decade. However, football participation in 

real life has considerably decreased from our past generation. 

 

I believe there is no harm in watching sports on television sometimes. But if it exceeds the 

desired time limit, the alarm must be raised. Along with watching sports, they should 

participate in these sports in the fields and outdoors. 
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